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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

SE'P 25 ~er8

Honorable Robert J. Lagomarsino
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Lagomarsino:
r

This is in response to your August 31, 1978, referral of a letter that
you received from Ms. Andrea Munson of Goleta. Your constituent opposed
the-development of nuclear power because of the risks that she perceives
to be associated with it. - In responding to her letter, we suggest that
yoU bring the following points to her attention.

The Administration and the Department of Energy (DOE) are dealing with
the overall energy challenge including the development of those options
that your constituent suggested. Exploring conservation and available,
probable, and possible sources of energy is the major task assigned to
us. Within this context, President Carter in his National Energy Plan
of April 1977 and other statements has indicated the need for nuclear
power as one source of energy within our total energy mix. The manage-
ment of radioactive waste is, of course, critical to the growth of
nuclear power.

While it is true that we have yet to develop a Federal repository for
the disposal of spent. fuel and high-level waste from the nuclear industry,
there is a well-planned program underway to develop such repositories.
We expect to provide surface storage facilities for spent fuel by 1983
and to begin initial waste management operations in a geologic repository
by the late 1980's.

We appreciate Ms. Munson's concern about the disposal of radioactive waste
and assure her that this matter is receiving the highest level of attention
in the Administration and the DOE. Also as part of his National Energy Plan,
President Carter directed that a review be made of the entire nuclear waste
management program. A task force was established in the DOE last year as
a first step in this review process and their draft report was issued this
past March. With that report as a starting point, the President, on
March 15, 1978, established an Interagency Review Group (IRG) with
representaives from 14 Government entities. The IRG has as its objective
the preparation of a soon,to be:issued report for the President whichwill formulate recommendations for establishing a decisionmaking and
implementing process for dealing comprehensively with the Nation's
radioactive waste.
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Mr. Robert J. Lagomaxsino
SEP 25.iN8

As to the Diablo power plant, this Department- has neither operational
nor regulatory control of commercial nuclear power reactors. Such

responsibilities are vested in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

We are, therefore, by copy of 'this letter, requesting the NRC to
provide you with comments concerning the Diablo plant.

If we can be of further assistance, please let us know.

Sincerely,

cc: tgdclear Regulatory Commission

0&'RGE 9
Vol>y'obert

DE Thorne
Assistant Secretary for

Energy Technology
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RQQERT J. LAGOMARSINO, '4 ~
I9TH DISTRICT, CALIFOIINIA

t COMMITTEE ON
INTERNATIONAI RELATIONS

'I 117 LONGWORTH BUILOING
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2051 5

202-225-3601

ASSISTANT REGIONAL 'WHIP

IIt:OIIgtes'5 Of tfje KIIitebStatES
@aude of Beyt;eeeotatibes

Kasfjfogtotf, Q.C. 20515

August 31, 1978

~IIOCOMMIITCCI

INTER AMERICANAFFAIRS

COMMITTEE ON
INTERIOR AND INSULAR

AFFAIRS

CUOCOMMITTCCC<

NATIONALPARKS ANO INSULAR AFFAIRS
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Mr. James R. Schlesinger
Secretary
Department of Energy
1110 Independenco Avenue SN
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Schlesinger:

Enclosed is a self-explanatory letter from my consti-
tuent; Andrea Lee Munson. As you will note, she is

quite'oncernedabout the danger of nuclear waste storage.

I would appreciate any information that you may be able
to provide.

Sincerely,

RJL:sle
Enclosure

ROBERT . AGOMA INO
Member of Congress

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE WITH RECYCLED FIBERS
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158 La Para Lane
Goleta, California 93017
August 6, 1978

Dear Congressman Lagomarsino,

I am seriously concerned about the country's ignorance
of the extreme hazards for this and hundreds of future
generations OF NUCLEAR WASTES. THERE IS NO SAFE WAY TO
STORE THESE NUCLEAR WASTES FROM POWER PLANTS.

'I

President Carter himself stated there was no safe method,
and he is a nuclear physicist.
The plutonium fires at Rocky Flats Colorado, and the
very high rate of birth defects, cancer and leukemia of
the people living in the area --also pose extreme hazards
for our people. C~

I STRONGLY SUGGEST YOU AND YOUR AIDS INVESTIGATE THE
DANGERS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, BEFORE SUPPORTING THEIR
EXISTENCE AND FURTHER CONSTRUCTION

They have. tried various methods of storage, including
salt mines, only to find no method safe. YET THEY CONTINUE
TO PRODUCE THOUSANDS OF GALLONS OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE
THEY HAVE NO WAY TO STORE.

ONE EXAMPLE OF GROSS MXSMAiNAGEMENT BY GOVERNMENT IS THE
approval of Diablo power plant for operation', when they
also announce it has a major earthquake fault directly
under it that would cause an earthquake of 7.5 magnitude.

th

Jack Anderson has carried articles on prominent scientists
who have warned of this nuclear hazard, and lost their jobs
as a result. Xf you want to know their names and what they'ave to say on that side of the issue, I'm sure he would
have their names in his files and be glad to tell them
to you.

I want also to say, I think you .are a man of integrity, and
this seems to be a rare (I hope you'stay that way) and precious
thing in a Congressman today. Keep. it up! I wish you well!

Sincere y,

Andrea Lee Munson
g a +'6 M~~g~,m~~e~

I ~ ~

™~~~i
'Yi~j'8

Wv'+y
c~~2;~ . 4w~ m c ~-c/i~/<~( y W~i
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lack Anderson and Ies %'bitten

'CalifOrIIia A-PlaIIt AnOther DiSaSter'~
. It started in the quiet darkness be-
fore dawn. Two small leaks, seemingly.
insignificant, trickled down the can-

„yon wall near the -north end of the
great earth filledTeton Dam.

But three minutes before noon on
the fearful Saturday, June 6, 1976, the.
3&story dam split open, and a massive
wall of water roared over the peaceful
Idaho countryside. hfiraculously, only
14 people died from the flood's

rav-'ges..Butover. a billion dollars worth
of Idaho real estate was washed away.
Thousands were left homeless.

Subsequent investigations indicated
that the dam should not have been
builtat alL For the Bureau of Reclama-
tion knew, long before a billiongallons

* of water backed up behind the dam>
that itwas a risky project. The geology
was tricky, the engineering dubious.

, But unfortunately, Washington was
more sensitive to the lobbying for the
dam than to the scientific warnings
against it. And so the government built

l a monster called Teton.
Now a worse disaster may be in the

making on the California coast. A nu-
clear power plant is nearing comple-
tion near Diablo Canyon, just three
miles from an earthquake line called
Hosgri fault. ' n

",' The Hosgri fault hadn't been discov-
~ ered when the government issued the

construction permit in 1968. But sev-
eral eminent geologists warned that
more care should be taken to locate
possible faults in that earthquake-.
prone area.

In 1971, Shell Oil geologists an-
nounced the discovery of the Hosgri
fault. They found it by using a method,
ironically, that the nuclear facility's
critics had unsuccessfully urged the
.government to try.

Yet despite the earthquake danger,
the government went ahead with the
Diablo Canyon plant. It doesn't take a
geologist to figure out that an earth-

.quake could rupture the nuclear
power plant. This could cause'a radia-
tion spill, with catastrophic consequ-
ences.

-'he

construction of the plant could
have been stopped in 1971, of course,
before the full $ 1.2 billion was spent.
Now it is too late to recover the enor-
mous construction cost; the plant will
soon be ready to open. However, itstill
requires an operating license from the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
which is supposed to protect the public
safety.

The NRC is toughening its standards
, to make the Diablo Canyon plant more
earthquake. resistant. But no human
engineering could guarantee the
safety of a plant on the edge of an
earthquake fault.

The NRC's project manager for the
plant, Dennis Allison, told us that the
commission's proposed new safety reg-
ulations give some comfort "but not
much." He acknowledged that. the site
"turned out to be not such a great
place."

Yet so much money and effort has
been invested in the plant, and so
many 'owerful politicians have
backed it, that there is tremendous
pressure to open it. Allison said the op-
erating license "probably" would be
granted.

The site of the Teton Dam, accord-
ing to congressional findings, is what
doomed it, too. But the politicians who
promoted the dam and the bureau-
crats who planned it have not been
held accountable for the billion4ollar
disaster. The Bureau of Reclamation,

whose mismanagement helped to pro-
, duce the catastrophe, has been left un-
scathed.

Congress, of course, conducted its
usual investigations, but these didn'
perturb Reclamation Commissioner
Gil Stamm. He told some bureaucrats,
as we reported last year, that he
"wasn't losing any sleep at night" over
the congressional inquiries.

Now we have discovered additional
evidence of his apparent nonchalance
over the dam disaster. At obscure
House hearings, Stamm pooh. poohed
the casualty count which had

then'eachedonly 11. 'The total number of
'deaths is 11, three of which were

gun'hot

wounds, two were suicides, one is
a couple of days after the loss of the
dam, the other one two weeks after
the loss....," he reported blandly to the
Water and Power subcommittee.

"There have been a number of heart
attacks. I think the drownings were a
total of five, two of whom were a cou-
ple of 76 and 78 years of age who were
warned by relatives in ample time but
refused to leave their home. Some

, time later, when they saw the water
rising, they did choose to leave, but it
was too late. They were drowned."

It is true that the warnings reached
most Idaho residents in time for them
to escape the flood. For this, the dam
builders deserve no credit; thousands
might have been drowned. Stamm as-
sured us that he and his agency are
"extremely sensitive" to the Teton
Dam disaster. But if sterner measures
had been taken against the responsible
bureaucrats, the NRC might be a little
less willing to issue an operating per-
mit to a nuclear plant on the rim of an
earthquake fault.

~ I
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Tel eg ram- Tribune San Luis Obispo CA January 27, l977

Diabla SPOkearnen
dlSPUte COIUAlAIS(

Washington muckraker Jack An-
derson in a column written for release
today likened the Diablo Canyon
nuclear power project to the Teton Dam
h Idaho which collapsed last June,
causing a billiobdollar flood that killed
15 persons.

However, a spokesman for Pacific
Gas Ec Electric Co., which is building
the nuclear plant west of San Luis
Obispo, today said the Anderson
column is "extremely misleading."

Anderson said that despite the
. discovery of a potentially disastrous

earthquake fault, the Diablo phnt
probably will be allowed to operate

~ because of tremendous political and
economic pressure.

But Dick Davin, nuclear information
officer for PG6rE, said safety would be
the only consideration influencing
federal licensing authorities.

~ Anderson referred to the 1971
discovery of the Hosgri earthquake
fault,2Vimilesoffcoastof theplant. He
conceded that the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) has

called for increased plant safety,
requiring it to bc able to.withstand
almost double the earthquake shock it
was originally designed for. "But no
human engineering could guarantee the
safety of a plant on thc edge of an
earthquake fault," he wrote.

Anderson quoted NRC Project
Manager Dennis Allison saying the site
"turned out to be not such n great
place."

Allison has conceded making the
remark, but said he meant that PGRE,
would in retrospect have preferred a
site where such costly safety measures
were unnecessary. Plant construction
began three years before the fault was
discovered.

Davin said PGhE considered Diablo
'Canyon "a very good site. While we'
probably prefer sites that have low or
rio seismicity (earthquake potential),
that's not the case in California."

Allison denied that he told Anderson
that NRC's proposed safety standards
y've "not much" comfort. "Ithink what
we'e doing is good enough," he said

ENERGY ElSWRONVENT
The Central Nalna Power Co.

,abandoned plans for a nuclear power „
'plant in a picturesque harbor at Sears
Island because of disagrecmcnt with;
the US. Nuclear Regulatory

Com-'issionover geological faults at the:
site. The 'company said that it would:
build a coal-fired plant on the site. in':
stead. Construction of an atmoic plant

. is prohibited in the United StateS
'above a fault which has had active
earth movement in the last 35,0(X)

.years. Studies at, Scars Island rc~
vealed a 12,000-year-old fault, be:
licved to have.bccri caused by reced--.
ing glaciers.
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A i' N D E P'E N D E N T Itr' W S P A P E R

I,ETTERS I'0 THE EDITOR
On Building a Eeactor in an Earthquake Zone

On Jan. 27, Jack Anderson's column 'ary so that the plant can withstand a
;, briefly discussed the Nuclear Regulatory „. magnitude 7S earthquake on the Hosgri

.Commission's actions with respect to an 'ault. This is a very'severe earthquake
earthquake fault that has been discov- design basis.
ered near the Diablo Canyon Nuclear 'Ihe plant's owner, Pacific Gas and
Power Plant in California. Since I was Electric Company, is performing this en-
quoted in the column. some additional gineeringanalysi. Then the matter must
comments toexplainwhatisbeingdone be rA'iewcd in turn by the iVIIC staff
at the NRCmightbeof interest. and by the independent Advisory Cont-

'perationof the plant is being'heltl - mittee on Iteactor Safcguards. In the
up, at considerable cost, because the process, it will have been scrutinized by
earthquake safety questions are not yet. 'any competent geologists, seismologists

"
resolved. The first unit at this site was e. " and structural engineers, including inde-
sentially completed early last year. It ap. pendent consultants of, national stature.
pears that operation willhave been held ~< Finally, the matter wgl be considered by
up about 1% years before a decision on the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
the operating license can be made. 't a public hearing.

The plant is located 3rh miles from the '„'t is not known at this time, what the
Hosgri fauit on a foundation of compe-

~ final decision will be. However, the
tent rock. There Is no reason to be con- NRCs regulations require that the plant
cerned about ground rupture at the 'bedesignedto withstandthemostsevere
plant site due to an earthquake. ~Vhat we arthtlu ke that could be expected to oc-

are dealing with here is a question of. cur at the site. This must be demon-

redesign and modification to withstand trated before operation of the plant is
'oresevere ground shaking than was

considered in the original design. The
NRC staff has called for an analysis to 'WNuclear Regulatory coram ration.
determine what changes may be neces- Germantown,hid.
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DOE: FUsion power still decades oft
By ftobert C. Cowen

Natural science editor of The Christian Science Monitor

Scientists at Princeton Universify who are working to-
ward harnessing nuclear fusion to make electric power
have indeed had a noteworthy laboratory success. But it
ip not the "breakthrough" or "major milestone" that
was reported over the weekend.

Public affairs officers for the U.S. Department of
Energy, wluch supports that research, say the DOE is
both puzzled and embarrassed at what it considers an
unauthorized and overblown announcement of the
Princeton work.

At this writing, DOE was preparing a press confer-
ence to set the Princeton achievement in perspective.
Meanwhile, Jim Bishop, director of'DOE's office of pub-
hc affairs, explained that the Princeton work should be

recognized as significant without going overboard and
" callittg it a "breakthrough" in which fusion has been

demonstrated in the laboratory, as misguided early re-
ports suggested.

The scientific feasibility of igniting a self-sustaining
fusion reaction in the laboratory has not yet been dem-
onstrated, Mr. Bishop said. iiowever, the. Princeton
achievement has greatly strengthened the judgment of
fusion researchers that this can be done.

Briefly, what the Princeton team has dot e is to con-
firm that thc thcorctical basis of one particular ap-
proach to fusion fs on the right track. This approach

;. uses magnetic 'forces to confine the hot reacting
gas'called

a plasma). The version of magnetic confinement
being followed at Princeton and in many "ther labora-
tories around the world is embodied in a machine called
a tokamak.

*Please turn to Page 8

Model ot Tokatoak Fostoo Test F

Hardware for next step in fusion research

ts
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